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Direction (Q. 1-10) : Each question below has two blanks,

each blank indicating that something has been omitted.

Choose the set of words for each blank that best fits the

meaning of the sentence as a whole.

1. The Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana, a financial inclusion

mission _______ by PM Narendra Modi _______ off with a

bang, with a record 15 million new bank accounts opened

on the first day itself.

1) effected, took 2) concluded, knock

3) initiated, blasted 4) launched, kicked

5) opened, let

2. The organisation _______ mid-day meals to _______  one

million school children.

1) supplies, equal 2) provides, over

3) leaves, about 4) distributes, amount

5) ascribes, limited

3. The suffering in Gaza has been so _______ that people are

bound to be overjoyed at the news that a permanent

ceasefire has been _______ between Harmas and Isreal.

1) much, arrived 2) outrageous, setup

3) intense, agreed 4) deep, established

5) disturbing, reached

4. The CBI has registered a case against Bengal India Global

Infrastructure for allegedly cheating Central Bank of India by

_______ loans using _______ documents



1) taking, false 2) availing, forged

3) sanctioning, fabricated 4) allowing, genuine

5) giving, real

5. One notable feature of Nigerian politics is the _______ at

which political actors switch _______ from one political group

to another.

1) system, assistance 2) frequency, allegiance

3) repetition, resistance                 4) occurrence, association

5) repetition, resistance

6. Over the next two years, the company will _______ about

USD 100 million in _______ up technology and brand

building.

1) indulge, gearing 2) pump, boosting

3) supply, hiring 4) invest, ramping

5) spend, upgrading

7. This multi-purpose project has demanded _______

investment _______ time and effort.

1) considerable, of 2) considerable. with

3) considering, for 4) reflective, for

5) considered, of

8. Acting _______ on vehicles polluting city, government

ordered all commercial vehicles entering city to _______

environmental compensation charge.

1) toughness, pay 2) toughly, paying

3) leniently, pay 4) tough, pay

5) roughly, paid

9. The blame game for the air tragedy is already in full _______

with the authorities involved making attempts to _______

themselves up.

1) sway, defend 2) view, try

3) fledged, protect 4) swing, cover

5) roll, hide



10. Banks caused a bubble, failed to do due _______ and

_______ more than what was warranted to developers.

1) diligence, lent 2) diligent, lend

3) diligently, borrowed 4) carelessly, lent

5) carelessness, lending
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1. (4) 2. (2) 3. (4) 4. (1) 5. (2) 6. (5) 7. (1)

8. (4) 9. (4) 10. (1)


